Stand In Truth
by Ninja Bambi
It is our mission at KaTe’s Kids KoVe to help young ones to not only discover truths about many
things, but especially to uncover the truth about who they are.
The biggest clue to begin with, for many, is to learn who and what they are NOT.
Most of us believe we are the name that appears on our birth certificates; the name everybody tells
us IS us; the name the teacher reads out of the Register, at roll-call, each day.
Truth is, we are not that name at all.
We are divine beings, spirits, souls, using a physical form, a body, having experiences on this
planet.
No name can truly define or describe who we are.
There is a very important difference between a Legal Name and the name you were given by your
parent(s) when you were born. Even if it looks and sounds like exactly the same name, it isn’t.
A Legal name is part of a fraudulent contract that our parent(s) were tricked into signing, when they
registered us after we were born. This legal contract has us bound, spiritually, to a fictional realm in
which we hold no power over our own, divine, creative essence. This is wrong and now we know
this information, we can break that contract, in honour, and live NOT in a lie, but in truth.
The name our family call us by is not the Legal name, though maybe they don’t yet understand the
difference.
We are not Legal names and should not go through life believing that we are. And we should learn
NOT to answer to that assumed Legal name.
A Legal name is official, it’s on the birth certificate, it’s the name the government uses for you, the
one the school uses for you, etc.
A name is just something we like to answer to, and it can be the one that sounds the same as the
Legal name, it may even look the same as the legal one, but it isn’t! There is a difference.
We also like to answer to nick-names and shortened versions of the full name, don’t we?
This is our choice.
Your real, true, unique name is unknowable to anyone but you and can never be spoken, it is the
tone inside your own head that only you can hear.
Did you know, ‘name’ means ‘way’?
What is your way in this life?
Nobody knows but you, as you follow your own unique path.
Nobody can live your life but you.
Ka/Te, Ka-Te or KaTe means in the spirit of thelaw of truth.
Stand in YOUR truth.
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